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Unit 2 Reactor Scram resulting from a generator lockout condition 6 sutisequent turbine trip
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On November 9,1997, with unit 2 at 100 percent power, a generator lockot.t and
subsequent turbine trip occurred that resulted in a reactor scrarn. The generator lockout
resulted from problems caused during activities that swapped the 2AD003 battery charger
from charger #1 to charger #2 when an equipment operator failed to appropriately follow
procedure. No safety consequences occurred as a result of the_ scram and all safety4

systems were available. Corrective actions for the personnel error / procedure non-
compliance were taken by the Senior Manager of Operations and reinforced with
operations shift personnel. Additionally, during post-scram recovery activities, the 2A
reactor feedpump turbine (RFPT) failed to trip on demand from the contiol room and at
the local trip station. The condition that prevented the 2A RFPT to trip is believed to
have existed during power operations prior to the scram ond is therefore a condition
prohibited by Technical Specifications (TS) 3.3.2.2, Teedwater and Main Turbire High

' Water Level Trip Instrumentation", Corrective actions for the RFPT included repair,
reinstallation and testing of the trip device, and an on going analysis of failure
mechanism, maintenance practices and the preventive maintenance program to

- prevent recurrence.
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Reauirements of the Report !

This LER is being submitted pursuant to 10CFRSO.73 (a)(2)(iv) due to an Engineered Safety
Feature (ESF) actuation and 10 CFR 50.73 (a)(2)(i)(B) due to a condition prohibited by

'

Technical Specifications.

Unit Conditioqq at Time of Discoverv

Unit 2 was in the "RUN" mode at 100 percent of thermal reactor (Ells:EA) power. Unit 3
was in the "RUN" mode with power increasing from 80 percent followmg the unit 3 eleventh.

! refueling outage. There were no systemt, structures or components that were inoperable
that contnbuted to thu event. At the time the 2A RFPT faibd to trip, unit 2 was at zero
percent power with the mode switch in " SHUTDOWN".

Descriotion of the Event
;

On November 9,1997, wito unit 2 at 100 percent power, operations personnel swapped the
A reactor protection system (RPS) (Ells:JC) to the alternate power source and received the
2A battery trouble charger alarm. An equipment operator (EO) (non licensed) was.

dispatched to investigate the alarm. The EO reported that a fan failure light on the 2AD003
battery charger (Ells:BYC) was Q., a!though the fans inside the charger appeared to operate

i properly. The EO's attempts to roset the fan failure abrrn were unsuccessful and per the
alarm response cerd, the EO was directed to place the 2AD003 standby battery charger in
service in accordence with SO 578.1.A-2, "125/250 Volt Station Battery Charger Startup".

During perfom1ance ot tne SO, the EO did not wait the prescribed period of time for charger
output voltage to ramp up to the normal operating voltage level prior to closing the CC
output breaker (Ells:BKR). When the EO closed the output breaker, the vc!tage was still
below the normal 125 VDC level and a momentary loss of power was sensed by the

;,

generator protection relay panel and the generator fielo and auxiliary panel (Ells:PL). When
the DC power interruption occurred, two relays (Ells:RLY) were aligned to the 125 VDC bus
and when the charger voltage recovered to the normal d VDC level, both relays picked up
starting a relay race. This relay race picked up a normally open contact on the generator
lockout relay and wher. ine lockout relay operated, a transfer trip signal was sent to trip the

. generator, resulting in a reactor scram on November 9,1997 at approximately 1525 hours.
-

During the transient and reactor scram, all safety systems functioned as designed. A group
II,111 primary containment isolation system (PCIS) isolation occurred as expected and all
systems functioned as designed.

b E.-.
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Corrective Actions

After the scram occurred, the appropriate PCIS and RPS scram logics were reset and the
affected systems were rest to the appropriate configuration.

The equipment operator was counseled on the correct use of level I procedures by the
Senior Manager of Operations. In addition, information regarding this event was
disseminated to operations shift personnelincluding reinforcement of the expectation for use
of procedures, including levelIin accordance with A-C-79, Procedure Adherence and Use.

The RFPT trip device was repaired, reinstalled and tested to prove operability. A root muse
evaluation is on-going to determine the cause of the damaged parts and to dottrmine
appropriate changes to maintenance practices or programs including testing.

The generic implications of a similar failure on the other five RFPTs has been evaluated and
determined to be unlikely. A review of past equipment performance indicates the other
turbine trip devices have been very reliable. The other unit 2 RFPTs were succemful|y
tripped after the reactor scram on Novemoer 9,1997. The unit 3 RFPTs were successfully
tripped during the recent forced outage on November 28,1997. This provides reasonable
assurance that a s!milar deficient condition does not exist on these RFPTs.

Previous Similar Events

There were no previous events identified where swapping battery chargers resulted in a
reactor scram. The 2A RFPT failure-to-trip esent is a cepeat feiture and is bemg evaluated
accordingly,

i
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i
; |During the scram recovery phase the 2A RFPT (Ells:TRB) failed to trip from the control

room and at the local trip station. The 2A RFPT was successfully tripped following manual
agitation of the mechanical trip device. Also, during scram recovery, other equipment
problems were noted that required additional operator actions. These problems and ;

additional operator actions were discussed in a post-scram debrief and evaluated in the
i licensee's corrective action process.

!

|

Caug of the Event

The cause of the reactor scram was a turbine trip resulting from a generator lockout
signal. The generator lockout signal resulted from relar actuation (generator lockout j
relay) following momentary loss and recovery of power on the 125 VDC system from j
swapping the 2AD003 battery charger from charger #1 to charger #2. ;

l

The swapping of battery chargers is a task that has been performed in the pest and as
recently as the previous day (November 8,1997) without incident. During the battery l
swapping activity on November 9, the EO read the steps of the SG and then placed the !
procedure aside. A caution statement in the procedure indicates that the operator must
wait 15 to 20 seconds for the charger to ramp up in voltage before closing the DC output j
switch to prevent blowing fuses. Although the EO performed the procedure steps in the |

required order from memory, the EO failed to wait the prescribeJ 15 to 20 seconds for
voltage to ramp up. By closing the DC output switch early, the EO set up a logic j
sequence that resulted in the turbine trip and reactor scram. '

1

The SO procedure in use at the t;me was a level I procedure and required to be in hand
and followed step by step during task performance. By placing the procedure aside, the
EO relied on memory to perform the five steps involveo with swapping the battery
chargars rather than referring to each step as performed.

The cause of the 2A RFPT failure-to-trip was determined to be intermittent binding of the
manual trip rod spring cup against the trip device housing caused by deformation of the
cup. Inspections also revealed a bent manual trip rod and slight misalignrr.ent between the
trip lever and trip rod connection points. The 2A RFPT failure-to-trip is similar to a previous
occurrence where the same RFPT failed to trip on April 1,1997. In that previous event,
mechanical agitation of the trip mechanism by personnel was also required to trip the
turbine.

Investigation of the April event revealed dirt and oli ilm buildup la the trip dump valve
(Ells:V). This condition was noted to be consistent with a failure mode described by the

~
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equipment manufacturer and other industry operating experience. At that point, station staff |
and management believed the apparent cause had been determined and the equipment
was reassembled and tested prior to returning to service. Exercise of the equipment and
post-maintenance testing indicated that the trip function was restored and operable. When
the turbine failed to trip in November, the trip mechanism was fully disassembled to
determine the reason for failure.

Although the root cause evaluation is still in progress, preliminary information indicates that
the spring cup deformation has existed in the trip device for some time and was most likely
the cause of the April failure-to-trip event. It appears that the trip device displayed an,

| intermittent failure tendency that at some point in time between April and the November
event could have prevented the RFPT from tripping during power operations. According to
TS 3.3.2.2, the failure of the high water level trip function at operations greater than 25
percent power requires a two hour action to restore the trip function, or a four action to
reduce unit power below 25 percent. This condition would have prevented the RFPT from
tripping via the manual trip lever or from a signal to the trip dump valve. The RFPT would
have tripped on an overspeed condition.

Analysis of Event

No actual safety consequences occurred as a result of this event. During the transient and
reactor scram all systems performed as designed. However, during the scram recovery
phase, other equipment problems were noted that required additional operator actions.
These problems and additional operator actions were discussed in a post-scram debrief and
evaluated in the plant's corrective action program. Battery charger voltages were notee to
recover to normal following the event.

The rapid shutdown of all RFPTs following a scram is part of normal scram recovery actions
to prevent overfeeding of the reactor vessel and possible main steam line flooding. During
power operations, the high water level trip is designed to prevent cladding damage due to
injection of colder feedwater. Since the 2A RFPT failed to trip on demand after the scram,
no safety consequences occurred. However, the failure of an RFPT to trip at plant operation
greater than 25 percent power is a conditica prohibited by TS. Had the RFPT failed to trip
on demand from the control room at plant operation greater than 25 percent power, operator
action would have been taken to trip the RFPT locally. Had the RFPT failed to trip localy,
the operator would have mechanically agitated the trip device to successfully trip the turbine.
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